
THE IMPACT OF POACHING ON THE ENVIROMENT AND COUNTRY

The impact of rhino poaching is reducing biodiversity. This is undesirable because rhinos are capable of sculpting the
landscape of their ecosystem See full.

Most wild animals eat specialized diets found in nature, and they need space to fly, roam, and swing from
branches. Wildlife trading is a major black market that has increased alongside rising wealth in Asiaâ€”a
major consumer of wildlifeâ€”and the advent of e-commerce and social media websites. See all of National
Geographic's videos about poaching here. Illegally taking animals from the wild threatens many species with
extinction. If populations continue to shrink, this nitrogen will be concentrated in smaller and smaller areas,
limiting future tree growth elsewhere. Read more about poaching and wildlife crime at National Geographic's
Wildlife Watch. Captured animals are stuffed into boxes, suitcases, or sacks, and even if they survive
transport, they often suffer in their new, unnatural situations. Another way people are working to end poaching
is by trying to decrease demand for illegal wildlife and wildlife parts. Poaching poses a growing threat to
elephants, rhinos, and other charismatic animals, as well as to smaller and more obscure creatures, like certain
lizards and monkeys. Poaching has also had a catastrophic impact on rhinos, with more than a thousand
slaughtered a year for their horns. This is the case with the African elephant, more than , of which were killed
between and for ivory. The effects of poaching Poaching has devastating consequences for wildlife. Related:
Is poaching causing more elephants to be born without tusks? How Infrared Technology Could Help Fight
Wildlife Poaching Conservationists are using drones and infrared cameras to help them track endangered
wildlife. Continue Reading. Some of these groups have helped to promote alternative, more sustainable ways
for poachers to earn a living. After cross-referencing their findings with statistical records regarding forest
feature dynamics, they distinguished numerous ecological transformations that can take place after elephant
populations shrink. In addition to killing for direct profit, poachers target animals to prevent them from
destroying crops or attacking livestock. The results of the study serve as an alarming wake-up call, reminding
us how imperative it is that we put a full stop to poaching in its entirety. Why animals are poached Poachers
sometimes kill or capture animals to sell them locally or for the global trade in wildlife. In Africa, nearly
rangers charged with protecting wildlife were gunned down by poachers between and while in the line of duty.


